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75 illustrations 5 x 8 A sound foundation in first aid skills, this
standard reference emphasizes avoidance and treatment of common
wilderness accidents and illnesses.
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Another Great Go through for just about any NOLS Nerd! The book was
extremely informative and the average person chapters with the various
subjects were excellent. That is a great browse for any person who wants
to appreciate backcountry camping confidently of how to proceed if
injury occurs.. I acquired it quite fast. If you live in a rural
environment, this is an efficient and thorough first aid guide to have
on hand for any injuries or emergencies that might arise. We refer to it
when needed and it is concise and complete. Extremely Informative.
Travel Medication (Adventure Medical Kits) may be a better choice. If
you're looking for a medical information to transport with you, A
Comprehensive Guidebook to Wilderness & Five Stars Book was much better
than described. Shipped promptly. Wilderness First Aid This is actually
the guide I wanted. . I feel I acquired a good price considering the (as
new) condition and it had been out of print. A handy quick guideline for
the home! It became more (or possibly less) than what I needed. Five
Stars A great help for outdoor enthusiasts. Too much for my needs I
bought this publication expecting it to be the reserve I'd take with me
in to the wilderness. Over-all I give the vendor and item 5 stars.
Although practical training can not replace any reserve, this book is a
course by it self and can definitly help you through any program on the
matter of wilderness medical. Excellent addition to any backpacker's
pack. A very in depth manual on the evaluation and treatment of
wilderness injuries and ailments. It is very apparent that they know
what they are discussing. I have read different books on the topic of
wilderness first aid, but this book may be the best ever.The book
probably has a lot of the first aid advice that users of wild places
need, but I found its content to be overwhelming and not suitable to my
particular requirements. Great Wilderness MEDICAL Book I thought this
book had vast amounts of info regarding wilderness medical.The level of
this book is simple to read and incredibly easy to understand for those
who. Fabulous! It has continue for some of it and not so much a short-
term repair until medical personel dominate. Great diagrams and
clarifies how to improvise using apparatus one would have on a journey..
and the average person chapters with the various subjects were
excellent. Love having this seeing that a point of reference while NOLS
Alumni.In case you are serious about wilderness survival, this reserve
will be of great worth to you. Topics which were covered are basic
medical, snake/insect bites, altitude sickness, etc. I would highly
recommend this book to anyone!
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